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DeLury (1948) presented an example of covariance analysis with several
characters which became som'BWhat complicated, both because the magnitude of
treatment effects increased with their duration, and because one of the variables
which originally had been intended for use as a concomitant control was affected
by treatments.

No satisfactory form of analysis for dealing with these compli-

cations was reached" and the problems raised seem worth re-examining.
/

The weights of hind-leg muscles of rats" one intact (v), one denervated (u),
were observed at

4, 8, and 12 days after operation, followed by treatment twice

per day wi th one of four drugs (of whic.h D was merely control saline) II There
were four randomly chosen rats in eaoh of the twelve groups.

Initial (x) md

final body weights (y) were observed,
The objective of the experiment was to determine whether the drugs delay
atrophy of denervated muscles.

Apparently it had been hoped that drugs would not

affect intaot muscles" so that they could be used as concomitant control.

But

inspection of the data revealed that d rugs seriously affected both intact musoles
(v) and final body weights (y). The question was then asked whether a drug might
delay the rate of decay of denervated muscle relative to the shrinkage to be expected
if there is no drug x denervation interaction. The common empirical definition of
null interaction for additive effects is however inappropriate and irrelevant to
the question:

shrinkages oaused by drug and denervation oannot posEdbly be

additive; and there is no hypothesis to define how the two effects mould superimpose in absence of interaction.

*Partof a general review of analysis of covariance methods sponsored by the
Office of Ordna."l.ce Research~ UIJ S. Army, under Contract DA-36-034-oRD-15l7.
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Having observed that v and yare affeoted by treatments" DeLury duly noted
that initial body weight (x) is the only variable available for unambiguous use as
ooncomi tant oontrol in the usual wa::y.

He nevertheless oontinued with an endeavor

to use error r egression on v or y in si. milar manner as a means of allowing for
drug effect on healthy musole in an attempt to answer the above question.

Much

of his paper is a disoussion of the diffioulties into which one may be led by such
prooedure.

In effect he reached the conclusion that it is not a very meaningful

fom of attack.
He then endeavoured to develol' a more elaborate model which might better
represent a plausible relation among the variables" and to deduoe from ita relatio%
among the observations which could be put to statistical test.

The idea is good"

but the derived regression fails as a method of testing it for a number of reasons.
The chief is that v is brought into the hypothesis as an empirical substitute for
unknown functions of time representing the rates of growth or shrinkage of intact
muscle with each drug" a funotion which can only operate between time treatments.
Contrariwise the test ultimately proposed involved evaluating the derived

regressio~

fIlOIn variation Wi thin treatments where v oan only represent varying sizes of rats
and has nothing whatever to do with variation over time as required by the hypothes:
The consequence is that the coefficients of the regression proposed for testing
are not even remotely estimates of the respeotive symbols of the hypothesis.

In

fact" the proposed test differs from the endeavours of sections I and II to use
x and v as concomitant variables in the usual way only in that it is incorrectly
weighted by times of observation.

e

The usual analysis of covariance procedure has been frequently used to
"adjust" the experimental variate for two characters such as x and v (or x and yo)"
one of which has been affected by treatments.

But no paper which I have seen seems

to recognize that the adjustments are incompatible; that estimates of the adjusted
means are estimates of an artifact which cannot exist.

If drugs differentially

affect v it is impossible that animals on different drugs can have simultaneously
both equal x and equal

VI

a value of u adjusted for such a postulate seems

meaningless" being analogous to estimating a function of x and x 2 for x • a and
2
2
x • b when a b. What then should be done with data of this sort?

+

I think we must look at the intact muscle as a dependent experimentally varied
quantity With the same status as the denervated muscle. We could make a split-plot
type of analysis to compare the effect of drugs on the average of both muscle
conditions (main-plots) and on the differences between the two.

But knowing

a~

priori that differences will increase with time" it is almost certain that their
rate of increase must be affected by treatment if only because the potentiali-q
for shrinkage is limited.

One may therefore forecast that denervation x drug

interactions" as defined by the usual additive model for a split-plot analysis"
would be complicated. When interactions are complex" the only thing to do is to
study the individual treatment combinations" summarizing where a systematic
pattern can be found.

Here we have one simple quantitative treatment" time"

whose effect should be systematically progressive. We may therefore reduce the
number of descriptive statistics required by considering regressions on that factor
Shrinkage being inevitably limited it cannot progress linearly. Proportionate
differences may however be longer sustained" and by using logarithIns we mliV be able
to flatten the curves enough for linear regressions to be at least first approximations.

One procedure (considered in part by DeLury at p. l66) would be to com-

bine the three times for each drug into estimates of mean" linear and curvature
effects" and then c<rnpa.re t..h.ese between dtugs, hoping that curvatures may be small
and negligible.

But since at zero time (which was. not observed) all muscles must

-4start from similar sizes for equal sized rats, the means and linear terms 't-Tould be
telling the same story.
statistic?
V

II

Can we conoentrate both pieces of information in one

Let Zit denote the observed mean for arry character (X = loglOx, I-log y,

log v, U = log u) with drug i at time t

= 1,

2, 3.

Assuming a linear regres sion

on time the least squares estimate of the mean size at zero time for each drug is

Zio as defined in table 1.

This linear function of Zit is orthogonal to the usual

estimate of curvature, Qi: and the third linear function orthogonal to these two
is that defined as Zi'C'e

It' the linear regression be ade'iuate all '..Ii should be zero,

all Zio should be equal within sampling error, and most of the drug effects should
appear in Zi'C'.

It is obViously similar to the linear function suggested by Fisher

(1935, sec. 50) to evaluate effects of fertilizer qU4lities compared at several
levels.
bi

II

If the rate of shrinkage with each drug were estimated as usual by

i(Zi3 - Zil)' then Zi't'

II

Zio + (7/.3)bX,

or in other words Zi't' is, assuming

linear regression, an estimate of the 'yield I at 'C'

4 days

II

7/.3, or at 9 1/3 days since

have been taken as the unit of time.

Table 1. Definition of time effects
Zil

Zi2

ZiJ

3Zio

4

1

-2

6Z i 't'

1

2

.3

Qi

1

-2

1

However, given the extra information that all Z.

:La

should be equal the b l! as

defined above are not efficient estimates of the slopes.

:L

If we assume the regression

model

e

(1)

with the constant .,( common to all drugs, it may easily be shown that. the least square.

-,4

e stimateof .( is Z.0 and of Pi is (3/7 HZ i 1
- Z )" where Z 0 •
:'.0.

'"L,(1/3)(4Z.1 + Z.2 estimate of ~i

2Z. )"

3

~1 Zi0/4

=

Z.t being the means over all drugs at each time.

This

A

(from observations at three times) has var{p~.> • (5/28) var(Zit h

whereas the variance of bI" as defined above" would be

var(b~). (~) var(Zit)o

If the linear regreeeion model does not in fact fit" Zi"C' and contrasts between

them are still valid tor the speoified 'to'eighted means of obeervationsat the given
times" although interpretation may not be quite
oontain all the information about drug effects.

simple and they will no longer

EO

For example if regressions are

curved with true means given by
Zit • .( • ~it + ~it
(which

2

may be adequate for int.erpolation between observed t.imss even if not the '

true curves); then (provided the approxiMating parabola does not have a maximum or
minimum within the observed range) Zi1:''' as defined tor t • 1, 2" and 3., estimates
the yield at approximately
"C'. !(l+

¥

)

4.2p + 1ge6
This will not usually differ muoh from 7/3 specified by the linear hypothesis. The
estimate Zio will be biased trom the true yield ("') at zero time by -(10/3)

31.

Sums of squares and products of effects as defined in table 1 (with appropriate
divisors) lead to the analysis of variance and covariance exhibited in table 2.
Since Z.o and Z.1:'

a~

estimates of yields" as distinguished from contrasts" they

are not independent of origin and their squ4res are of no interest. For convenience
of computation table 2 is based on X and Y reduced by 20 2,,, V and U increased by

0.2,; and all multiplied by 103•

:1

i

Average curvature, Q , with onl.y one degree of freedoM$ is conveniently
•
evaluated by a t test (l-rhich of course gives the same test of significance as
would the "reduced square"). By the usual formula the estimate",,' for a character

•

Z adjusted for X is

where bZX indicates the regression of Z on X from the error row of table 2.
Correspondingly its variance is
6
(6,,3)2) 2
var(Q. (Z». (i'g + i43'89I- sz
where

Sz2 .. variance

of a single observation about the error regression on X, table
222
6 • 1 + 2 + 1 • s. sq. of coefficients of Z.t in the linear function Q.,

16

II:"

number of rats in each ZCIt '

6.3

=0

Q (X)"

143891

=0

S.Sq. (X) from which the regression 1'1aS evaluated (ta.b1e 2) henceforward

•

denoted "dev2x".
This leads for each character to (for logarithlns x 103)
Q! (Y)

•

•

QreV) •
•
r

Q

•

-230.37.:!: 27.88

(U) • - 9000.:!: .39.99

Qf(V_U) • -14.38.:!: .31.88
• •

Clearly average curvatures are indetectable relative to eXPerimental error•

.
".

I

,I·
i

j

f

.

'.
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Table 2. Analysis of varia'lce and covariance: sums of sqUSjres and products,
2
y2
d.f.
x
v2
XV
if (V_U)2 XI
Means

-

349~6

207890 224173

4021876 872377 1148006 263173

1226193 571080

~693

Z.o

1

46577

26235

z

1

373843

18526~

Q.

1

106

49~

1021

32

693

229

Zio

3

166~3

4512

18~76

19476

1236

7881

Zi-r

3

15436

180337

3
i
Total treatments 12

1160~

367

1649

464220

397212

~531068

Within treats.

143891

96071

,~

XU

927886 1078933

-,8

-329

Between drugs

Q

e

36

560061 329064

14828 12276

48863 49549
2602

5593

867

77819

~0430

1413

2590

2305474 1207093 356655

15,27814 860491

10,782 100298

86923 126703

125008 260693

Table 3. Reduced mean squares
.1
(V-Y) 2, ,.

Between

drugs

510.0

2198.7

3~77.5

1200.3

2308.6

ZI'r

3

3643905

147409.6

81234.6

19632 •.3

40960.2

QI

3

1487.4

1272.3

3218.3

937.1

1046.0

1

69911.6

52509.3

111567,9

10997.4

EITor (s~) 35

747.4

2071.4

4260.7

2708.1

Within
treatments
Regression

Regression
_, coeff,' on
.,

X (bZX)

.667668

.604090

-

+.11998'

,880548

-,276458

-+.17208

r} Unreduced since regression is negligible; error mean square has 36

reduced error mean square would

be

1130.)

1133.4

-.09295

-+.0886
d.f.

(The

"

4t

-8Table 4. Estimates or initial weights and of rates of shrinkage (or growth) for
each drug at average size of rat (X = 2.343$).

"

(X .0..X.,>
or
(X1- X.. >

Z.o
s.e.

-.Olll

D

.0201
.0216
-.020$
-.0143

yl

2.3192
.01048
Regression per 9 1/3 days (Bzt)
B

c
A

s.e.
s.e. of a di:£f.

.0$72
.0391
-.0326
-.0613
.031$8
.01227

VI

Uf

(V-D) r

(V-y) ;.

.124$
.01744

(.1564)*
.02$02

(.0319)*
.01994

-2.1940
.01286

.0696
-.0108
-.0902
-.220$
.02261
,02042

-.1398
-.21$4
-.2111
".3$$8
.02702
002929

.241.3
.2364
.1$28
.1671

.0104
-.0$20
-,0$70
-.1432
.01660
.0148$

.01644.
.0233$

*Regression for U evaluated as UJ - V' •
1't

.0

*Regression for V-U evaluated as VI ~

Regression per 9 1/3 days: Bzt

that is, assuming the theoretical value
(V - U)

rr

Treatments are.-

x =10glcf:

=0•

II

0 '

•

D:

saline (control); B: moderate quinidine; C: moderate atropine~
heavy atro:gine; injected twice daily during period of
'
observation.

A:

x • live body weight at time

log y: y
V • log v: v
U = log u: u
Primes indicate
;. Not adjust,ed for X
zero.
y

J.'t

.. Z

•0

the latter s;ymbols being defined in
table 1.
Note that see. of a difference being sometimes less tl'an see. of a single B
is
not an error but is due to oorrelation between the e stirnate s. It is the s. e. ofZt
a difference beiJvreen two Zi'to•
III

Z.

U1 ;

or

operation
body weight (at time of killing) in grams.
intact muscle weight (gm.)
denervated muscle weight.
values adjusted for X.
-- regression on X is negligible and its theor~ti-oal value may be

Table .3 presents the reduced sums of squares" derived in the usual uay" to
test Significance of

variation between drugs after adjusting to oommon X.

results are clear aut loti. thout need for reference to the F table.

The

No differential

effects due to drugs are detectable for estimates at zero time or for curvatures.
Only two of these ten mean squares exceed tb.eir respective error variances" and

they have individually P> .1.

Therefore" taken along With "the earlier finding thO,t

average curvatures are also approximately zero" the linear h:ypothesis is

adequ~te

to describe the data to the degree of appro:xination permitted by experimental error.
Differential effects on rates of shrinkage are very highly Significant for all
characters.
Estimates:

Let Z stand for any one of the three characters" I" U" V or of a

difference between two of them" as required;

Zit and Xit for the means of four

observations '!flith drug i at time t; replaoing i by a dot indicates averaging over
drugs.

(Z .0 is of course the same funotion of Z• t as is Z.],0 of Zit" etc.) A prime

will indicate values adjusted by the error regression" bzXI to estimate the

corresponding mean at X

=X

CIa

3

the overall mean of X.

Adjusted trea.tment means are

-10and adjusted effects are the respective functions of ZIt.

As usual, b

ZX is

uncorrelated with Zit and we regard functions of X as given constants.

4.

of interest are shown in table

The estimate:

They and their error variances are obtained as

follows:
Variation between Z1 being ascribable to chance we can accept their mean" Z t
10

.0

as the estimate of size of each character at zero time.

,

It is

Zte O
... .ZO - bZX{X .0 - X•• )
X

••

does not drop out, as for example in equation (2) i-Ii commonly does, because Z

.0

is not a "contrast", i.e. a linear f.unction whose coefficients sum to zero" but is
Zr

an estimate of a quantity of similar magnitude to Z itself.
accurately estimated at X
X

.0

= X.0,

.0

'toTould be more

where the regression correction would vanish.

But

would not be a central value for other statistics and it seems more convenient

to consider everything adjusted as usual to the overall mean X • Assuming as we
.e

do a common bZX for all treatments overlapping adjustments anyway cancel from contrasts which are of principal interest. Follol'Jing the usual rules (as described
above for Q ) the variance is

•

var(Z t

•0

)

r 21

=/L9.l6

The estimates and their standard errors are

+

(X ~o_ - X
v

dev 2X

shown

1

en

)2i 2

s'; = .146884 5 2
Z
...

at the top of table

If the linear hypothesis is adequate we expect V{ ... U I
00

disproven (t

= 1.6).

Y'

.0

these should be equal.

;

and this is not

o. by e02424 - .01048 and this is significant

is less than X

(t • 2.31, 35 d.f., P ca•• 03).

.0

4.

+

If both x and y were similar~observed live weights

But the variability of Y within treatments is so strikingly

less than that of X that the se body weights seem somehow to have been differently
observed:

y may have been dead 't-Yeights after cleaning out excreta.
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Since
weight.

a: < s~..

V~o tvill be preferred as the estimate of initial muscle

Nothing is gained by averaging VI

.0

and Uf.

lation the variance of their unweighted mean

.0

~;rould

O:.Ting to their close corre-

be greater than t hat of' V!

.0

;

and optiwlm weighting" acoepting observed variances and covariances as if exact,
would give an apparent gain too trivial to compensate for ullcertainty introduced
by estimated weights.
estimates log(v /y ) where v are muscle and body weights of an
a 0
0
average rat before treatment. As should be expected, if the model adequately fits
V'

.0

- II

.0

the data, it is practically the same as the logarithm of the mean ratio for the
control treatments D at all times, namely -- 2t;1870.
Drug effects are summarized by Z:l.'t'
interesting figures. Table

4 therefore

Cl

However rates of shrinkage are more

presents

'tihere Bi't' is the regression of Z on time in logarithm per 9 1/3 days
of (7/3) ~ i of (1)"

.0

estimate

Captial B is used to distinguish from reeres sions within

treatments for vhich b
Z

= the

has been used.

Zi-rl i f wanted can be obtained by adding

, which is listed at the top of each column, except for the following modification"

for U.
Having decided to prefer V'

.0

the estimates given in tfl.ble

4 for

Bit (U)

to Uf as the estimate of initial muscle size"
~o

rates of shrinkage of U are

= Ui't'

- V:o

These have the further advantage of leading to

B1.
(V-U)
J."C
,
~l
,

i

= (V-U)J1."t" •

VIl..,; - UJ.J..' :

which are the preferable estimates for comparisons between the two types of muscle.

-12These regression coefficients are (individually) less accurately evaluated
than the
out.

Zl."C'

but this does not affect comparisons from which the common term drops

A difference between two is identically the same as between the corresponding

rJ

Zi"C ' namely I for i

j,

I

I

't

t

(Bi't' - Bj 1') ,= (Zi't' - Zj't) • Zi't' - Zj"C - b(Xi"C - Xj-r)'
Since the three parts are uncorrelated the variance

u

Evaluation of a separate error for every comparison being a nuisance, the average
variance for all six possible comparisons may be used as an apprOXimate error
variance for all.

It is given by (Finney,

1946)

-2.772
where M.Sq. (Xi't') is

1S4.36/,3 from table 2.

Error variances of the B!'t' indiVidually would only be of interest for comparisOl,
to other experiments" or to set individual confidence intervals.

They may however

be worth quoting as further illustration of the general principle for estimating
variallCes of such quantities.
Reverting to observed uncorrelated quantities
Bl."C • Zi-r - Z.o - bZX{Xi't' • X.0)
whence, again averaging the variances of the
.

ave. var.(Bl ) •
-r

[

re~ession

~

8~ ..l!L +..lL +""i
'6.4

9.16

(X

adjustment S,

_I.
-l

- X )2"
i'"
.0
2
4 dev X

.24682 8 2
Z

Following the above definitions the re are tllTO special case s.

(1)

Bl

i ~(U)

• U4~.o
- V
- bOX(Xi ~..
0
- X ) + h-_(X
~.

-

X•• )

and the last two terms are correlated" leading to

ave. var (BJ (U»
.~

..

!..L •
12 _.

where

Suv

-.L + (X .0 - X." )
[ 48 - dev2X
2(X

.~

- X

) (X

"2'

0 •

X

)

dev X

2

-6
730.22. x 10

Suv •

...!.!..

JSV

2-

is the error covariance of U and Vatter adjusting for X" which can be

derived from the error row of table 2 as

or trom table .3 as

~(s~ +

e: -si.u)·

(4)

1812.0

(Using U. o and (3) the variance would be 1051.6 x

10-~)

(2) Since we serume theoretically (V-U).o .. 0,

BlJ.~ (V-U)
Hence the general fonnula
ave.var (Zi)
~

= Zit = Zi

l

14

~

• -- +

36.4

~

- bZX(Xi ~ • Xot )
2 -

0

.4 (X.

- X

1:1:' ;

4 de

•

X

~

)

J

2
Sz

2

III

.099853 sz

(5)

applies also for Bi~ in the special case Z • (V-U).
The individual (adjusted) treatment means and the time regressions are shown
in figure 1. Some supplementaX7 data for 16 and 20 days after operation" later

obtained from another paper (Solandt et aI, 1943), are also shOl/lm in the figure.
The graph suggests that the same linear model could be satisfactorily fi.tted for

-14the extended period.

Indeed, considering the well known risks of extrapolation"

the regressions fitted to the earlier data alone continue to do remarkably well.
The only serious discrepancies are the muscle weights for treatment A at 16 days"
which show deviations•• 177 ! .034 for V and 8185 :. .048 for U; but these observation:
were for the only 2 rats surviving to 16 days out of 25 (excluding the 12 killed at
days 4 to 12.) originally put on heavy atropine; hence a possible interpretation is
that they may have been sele cted for re sistance to the drug.

Apart from that one

treatment on U and V the mean square deviations from the extrapolated regressions,
weighted by numbers of observations, were
Character

No. of devs.

y

7*

V

6+
S+~

U

*rnclUding

Ah.

't

+Excluding

A4.

Mean square tx 106 )

Ratio to si

1782
5582
1712

2.38
2.69
.40

§ Excluding also C4 for which pUblished
data are eVidently a misprint copy of
the v observations.

The mean square ratios for Y and V would be just about the'

5 per cent significance

level if they were honest F values, However after taking into account error of the
e3trapolated regression estimates and correlations (both ignored in these estimates)
the discrepancies would not be significant. Exact testing would require re-fitting
the model to the entire data.
The contrasts (V-U) and (V-Y) are of course easily derived from the differences
among means of the respective characters; but their variances depend on correlations
between the oharaoters.

Instead of worrying TJl1ith covarianoes we can carry through

computations as above with Z • (V-U), etc., as a single character; hence the reason
for including squares of these differences in tables 2 and 3. To save space their
sums of products with X are not mown since they can be easily derived from others.

"
\

The comparison (V.Y) • log (vIr) is incidental to the purpose of the experiment
but to consider how the drugs affect muscle as compared to body siz'S may be of some
interest.

As we should expect the ratio remains constant (within experimental

error) tor all times on "drugt! D (control).

Drugs shrink muscle proportionately

more than body weight, as is again reasonable since presumably the weight of
skeleton must remain unaffected.
Comparison of V and U was a prime purpose of the experiment.

Before doing the

experiment its authors seem to have hoped that one or more of the drugs might delay
muscle atropbf.

In fact they cause denervated muscle to mrink still faster than

with no drug, but they have this effect also

on intact muscle and the question has

been asked whether or not their shrinking effect on the denervated muscle is as
great as on intact muscle.

This raises the supplementary question of what may be

meant by "as great" since there must be a limit to the potential rate of shrinkage.
By drug x denervation interaction is here implied that comparisons between rates of

shrinkage on intact and denervated muscles under different drugs do not vary by
more than could be ascribed to the lower potentiality for further shrinkage in
atrophying muscle.

If T,.Te had a clear cut hypothesis as to how drug and denervaticn

effects should superimpose if the drug has no effect on atrophy, testing would be
straightforward.

Since we have no such hypothesis we can only seek to map out from

the observations what in fact happens.

Interaction as defined 't-JOuld be indicated

by a Significant reversal of effects; that is, if for two drugs, i and if, the
contrasts Ui"C' • U1;. and Vi-r - Vi!c were both significant and with opposite signs.
Less stringently we may postUlate that in absence of interaction the difference
Vi"l; • U1"e" or equiValently U1"," should change smoothly and monotonically with

,

intensity of drug effect.

The latter may be measured by Vi't' (Vi"C' + U...
)~ or by
.LIf.

body weight

(Yi~).

There being no reason to suppose that the relation should be

linear a curve may have to be considered tlefore significant deviations can be
claimed to indicate interaction.
"'ihether an a priori !l1pothesis may be available for test, or the 'null' interaction relation of U to V has to be infeITed from the data" U and V must both be
regarded as joint experimental variates.

Neither formula·Cion can treat V as a

concomitant variable as in ordinary analysis of covariance.
to test for

Ii

One might be tempted

monotonic relation by studying deviations of U or of (V.U) from its

regression on V or (V+U).

But the following circumstances indicate that such

procedure could be misleading.
relation may be linear.

For simplicity of discussion suppose that the

Firstly the structural relation specified by hypothesis

should conform simUltaneously to any of the torms.
(6)

U • ..( + ~V

(7)

U - V • ..( + (i3 - l)V
U•
U- V •

~ + p(U + V~/(l + i3)
(2~ - (1 - ~)(U + V~/(l

+ 13)

Using regressions only (6) and (7) l-TOuld be the same and
others.
~Thereas

~rould

not conform with the

Secondly deviations from regressions (6) and (7) would be identical,
the error variances to l·-hich one lATould be led to compare them might be very

different" as they are in the present example.

The tests for deviations to which

each would lead cannot both be correct; the iDplication is that both would be wrong.
No satisfactory general method for fitting a structural curve seems available.
11il1en groups can be demarcated independently of possible random erlmrs the NairShrivastava (1942) method ef averages might serve.

In the present example a curve

e·

-17will be no better than a straight line.

Two or three forms of curve were tried

but only increased the mean square deviation.

Since reasonably reliable estimates

.of the error variances and covariance are available the Kummell line may be fitted.
With correlated errors" the simplest procedure seems to be to make a linear
transformation to variates with uncorrelated errors and equal error variance.

The

estimates of error variances atter adjusting tor X are, from table 3 and equation 4

The corresponding values tor Zl-c are proportional to these, the average values
being given by multiplying by .0998,3 (equation S).

Choosing V as one variate the

other is

•

.76968V - .87987U

when the above estimates are substituted for the (1's, and the negative sign is
chosen.

For breVity let deviations from the means of Vl-c and WI,; (or equivalently

of the corresponding B1-r ' table 4) be denoted

Yli • \'.i!-c - W:,;
which we assume to be uncorrelated with common variance .09985
logarithms multiplied by 103 • The values of yare:

\

a: ·

2~6~8 fo~

The angle

p of

the structural line with the Y2 axis is noiJ estimated from

,.,
tan 2p •

~1l1Y21

••33065;
"" 2
~. 2 .
t:; y 21 - . Y1i

The estimated line 1s
Y1 • .1609 Y2

Uf'; • -.1486 + .6919 V'';
Uat deviations from the line be denoted

"
~1 • Y1i cosp" - Y21 sinP
and deviations from the origin along the line be

(8)

-19The variance ratio for deviations from the lme/internal error variance 1s theretore
820.3/206.8 • 3.91. AssU1lling that the sampling distribution of the ratio may be
approximately that of F w1th 2 and
befond the

3;

degrees of freeclom, significance slightJy

S per cent point is sUggeeted.Since there seeme to have been virtuallY

no a prioK knowledge to indicate what sort of result to expect f1'Om this experiMnt the practical conclusion at this level of significance for a teet statistic
whose exact distribution is not known might be to reserve judgment. As alread)"
noted, atter the se computations were done some supplementary data were obtained.
Itean be seen from figure 1 that it a.ll data

,..~re

drug B and V'; for
drug C would each be increased.
.

used the estimates of U"C' for
Both alterations would bring the

points closer to the fitted structural line and deviations re-computed for all the
data probably would not be significant. So far as present evidence goes the
relation (8) seems to describe ver:/ well the relation between U and Vatter 9 days
on variable doses of atropine or qu1nidine. Different:Lal effect of drugs on
denervated versus intact muscles is not yet demonstrated.
The foregoing analysis is defeotive m using estimates of error apq tor . ~
as it they were exactly known. However with over 30 d.f. for error such detect _1'
not be serious and the procedure seems substantially better than some alternatives
which might be suggested.
It a regreesionanalysis were used the mean square deviation of UI"C' or of

(U • V)l~ trom their regressions on Vl~ is 1081.3, leading to variance ratios
relative to the respective error variances of 2.54 or 4.00.

The latter ratio

happens to be near that formerly obtained, but this depends on coincidental circum-

e·

stances which could not be forecast.

The reason is that the correlation ot '6rrors·

in U and V is such that the structural analYsis min1rn1zes a sum of squares

I
1

ot

•

deviations which are not far from vertical on the scalee of U and V and hence are
similar to those minimized by the regression analysis, that the regression of
(V...U)

't

on V is not far from zero, and that the random errors of these two variates
't

are almost uncorrelated.
the structural line for
which is .6963.

An unusual feature is that the estimate of the slope of
tIl
't

on VI

't

,

viz •• 6919 is less than that of the regression
-

This has happened because the random errors are highly correlated

with even steeper regression, viz. 6748.
An alternative approach to the structural analysis would be to note that the

Kummell line corresponds to the first canonical variate and hence that deviations
from it correspond to the second canonical variate.

Presumably it would not be too

difficult to modify a canonical analysis for covariance on a ooncomitant variable
(ot. Oochran and Bliss, 1948) and to obtain an approximate x2 test for the seoond
canonical variate.

The X2 approximations for these multivariate tests however

suppose the error variancee to be exactly known (Rao, 1952, sec. 9d), whereas the
varianoe ratio here derived allows that the e stirnate of error is also a random
variable.

The above analysis furthermore shows in elementary manner exactly what

is being done in contrast to the m;ystitication which' flome workers find in canonical
variate terminology.
No matter what conclusions wore reached from the given experiment, after
discovery that drugs affected intact musoles a further experiment would be needed
to give a convincing answer to the main 4,uestion if there seemed any chance that
a drug might be beneficial. DeLury (p. 167) notes that atrophy is irreversible
whereas weight loss due to drugs is

recoverable~

It might happen however that drug

shrinkage is not recoverable by denervated muscle; and since any reasonable definition
of "beneficial" would seem to require that at some stage a drugged denervated muscle

should be larger than an undrugged one.. conclusive evidenoe that a drug delays
atrophy could only be given atter withdrawing the drug and observing u after v has
recovered.

If u failed to recover the practical conclusion could only be that the

drug had intensified atroplv' even if its immediate effect was in some sense less
than its effect on intact muscle.
An analysis of covariance with several characters" alreadY' discussed some years

ago in Biometrics" is re-examined.

The point is first made that to apply seandard

routine analysis of covariance reduotion when an "independent II variable is affected
by treatments may be equivalent to estimating an artifact

~1ith

little or no mean:ing.

The example studied has one concomitant variable.. x • body size, representing
variabilitY' of the experimental material before treatments begin, and several
experimental variates.

The treatITents are combinations of time and drugs. A

method of analysis is proposed "",'hich first studies regressions on time for each
drug and picks out a convenient function of time observations in which is concentrated all available infonnation about contrasts bet'f,Teen drugs.

Relations ot the

dependent variates between drugs is then studied by means of a structural relation,
that is one relative to which the random errors of both of t'tJlTO correlated variates
are given due consideration.
The important distinction is made between a regression associated with random
variation wi thin treatnents, and regressions or structural relations associated
with variation between treatments.

The t ormer is that used in ordinary analysis of

covariance to remove some of the extraneous random variation.
from treatment effects,

The latter derive

Variation between quantitative treatnents (in this example,

time) can be summarized by regression of tba experiJnenlial variates on the independent

-22variable defined by the treatments.

Joint variation of two experimental variates

between qualitative treatments must be described by a structural relation.

In the

example there arose the question whether Slch variation of two characters could be
supposed to be functionally related, the contrary condition being that a given
change in one variate may be associated ,.lith variable amounts of change in the other,
depending on the quality of causative treatment.

It is demonstrated that to evaluat£

this in terms of a regres sion analysis J instead of by a structural analysis, may be
seriously misleading.

-
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Treatment means (adjusted to X ) and time regressions
••
£itted as described in the text.
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